
Insight & intelligence to keep your business moving 

To speak with someone or for more information, visit us at 
https://insource.solutions/solutions/insource-x0-solutions/

X0 Solutions™

X0 Downtime 

X0 Downtime partners AVEVA’s cloud-based Insight platform with InSource’s award-winning support and 
project deployment services. AVEVA Insight provides a secure and managed solution for collecting, storing, 
and visualizing process and performance data that can be accessed from anywhere that you can access the 
internet. It can also be accessed via your mobile device using the Insight iOS or Android application.

In addition to data management, X0 Downtime is delivered to the end user as an out-of-the-box solution.  
InSource will work closely with your team to define your data collection needs. Once that task is complete, the 
InSource team will go to work licensing the necessary software, acquiring the necessary hardware, and 
deploying and configuring the solution for your application needs. We then ship you a configured solution that 
just needs to be plugged into your network and turned on to start collecting data.

Furthermore, InSource can provide X0 Adoption Coaching to ensure that your team can utilize the platform's 
data to enhance operations. With X0 Solutions, you can focus on growing your business while the InSource 
team takes care of your data management needs.
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X0 Downtime –
Make smarter and faster decisions 

Keeping your business running on a projected, efficient path requires preemptive planning and oversight. 
X0 Downtime maintains a comprehensive record of OEE, Availability, Performance, and Quality KPIs, 
which can greatly enhance continuous improvement efforts. The current production cycle is displayed with a 
marker for the optimal production rate, allowing for a straightforward assessment of how actual production 
outcomes compare to the plan. This feature is particularly useful in identifying any deviations from the 
expected results.

• Cloud-based: Secure access from any location and any device 
• Adoption coaching: Our manufacturing experts make sure your teams know the power of the 

information they are seeing and what actions to take as a result.
• Subscription based: Quicker, lower-cost deployment. You save on software development, 

installation, and ongoing support. 
• Scalable: Place our solutions in one facility or spread across your entire enterprise and still have 

one view; one portal. It is a one-stop shop for all your data. Start small and grow.
• Solution Agnostic: You do not need existing AVEVA products to take advantage of this solution
• InSource Solutions project management: shorter installation time, more focus on providing end-

user training to ensure the greatest ROI.
• Low IT burden: InSource provides the necessary hardware and software to run the solution. 

There are no additional It resources required (i.e., licenses, servers…). Just plug in our Edge 
Device and we start collecting data.

Benefits 
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Why InSource Solutions? 
InSource Solutions is your adept partner, providing the insight, experience and expertise to 
help businesses like yours drive continuous improvement initiatives — with proven world-
class solutions. Today, those solutions are at work within some of the world’s largest and most 
complex manufacturing environments.
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Typical OEE Software Deployment vs. InSource X0 
Deployment   

Put InSource’s team to work for you. X0 Downtime will be sized for your environment and 
preconfigured, on InSource-supplied hardware, by our engineering team before deployment at your 
site. This removes the need to have an internal team dedicated to delivering a solution at your facility. It 
also removes the need for internal IT resources to provision new servers or acquire new licenses.

Already have an AVEVA Infrastructure?  Ask how InSource can leverage your existing infrastructure to 
connect you to AVEVA Insight.
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